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HSBC launches lowest-ever
five-year fix
By Tanya Powley

The lowest ever five-year fixed-rate mortgage has
been launched this week at 2.99 per cent,
providing a competitive rate for homebuyers and
borrowers looking to remortgage.

HSBC has become the first lender to offer
borrowers a rate this low to fix their mortgage for
the next five years. However, the deal is only
available to homeowners with a deposit – or
equity – of 40 per cent or more, and comes with a

£1,499 booking fee.

“In offering a five-year fixed-rate below the 3 per cent level,
HSBC has shaken up the fixed-rate market, setting a new

benchmark,” said Andrew Montlake of Coreco, the mortgage broker.

The next best rate is 3.79 per cent from Clydesdale Bank, which charges no fee, while
several other lenders, including Nationwide Building Society, offer five-year deals at below
4 per cent.

Mortgage brokers point out that HSBC’s five-year deal will offer good value for most
borrowers with large deposits, as long as they are happy to fix for five years.

According to Nigel Bedford of Largemortgageloans.com, the 2.99 per cent rate is lower
than the majority of two-year fixed-rate deals, apart from the bank’s own rate of 2.64 per
cent at 60 per cent loan-to-value. It is also lower than many lifetime tracker mortgages.

“Anyone who can meet the rather stringent HSBC underwriting criteria should give serious
consideration to this deal,” said Bedford. “As it is lower than almost all lenders’ standard
variable rates, nearly all of those remortgaging to this deal will reduce their payments and
guard against any increases for the next five years.”
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While more lenders are expected to cut their fixed-rate mortgages in the coming weeks –
following a fall in wholesale funding costs – experts do not think any will reduce their rates
below 3 per cent.

However, experts say borrowers should be cautious about HSBC’s strict lending criteria
and previous service problems.

Earlier this year, HSBC mortgage customers complained about long delays to the
homebuying process following the bank’s decision to cut its solicitor panel. However, these
delays are expected to be rectified after the bank responded to these complaints and
expanded its solicitor panel to allow any of the 1,400 law firms accredited with the Law
Society’s Conveyancing Quality Scheme (CQS) to carry out legal work for the bank and the
borrower.

“Borrowers will need to be patient, as the number of applications that HSBC will surely
receive will put severe strain on their processing operation, which isn’t the quickest at the
best of times,” noted Bedford.

In addition, while the rate is attractive, brokers warn that borrowers will have to pay the
£1,499 booking fee upfront and that this payment is non-refundable if a purchase falls
through.
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